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With chapters on cutting, drilling, routing, carving, engraving, model making, shaping, smoothing,

and polishing, youâ€™ll be ready to make toys, models, signs, intarsia and marquetry. See how to

handle a variety of materials from wood to glass to stone. Absolutely com-prehensive, including the

brands, models and accessories on the market right now.
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I have had a Dremel Mototool for years but got little use from it. I also recently purchased a drill &

drill press and a circular saw that are featured in this book. The guides that came with the new tools

were very skimpy - they said to ensure the blade was fitted the right way but did not tell you which

way was right.So you can imagine my joy to find such a comprehensive guide.This is a great starter

book giving me a good overview of my tools. I don't know enough to know if it contains any obvious

errors but it certianly makes me feel a lot more informed and confident to start using my tools

properly. I finally understand the attachments I have and how to use them.

I love this book! It doesn't assume that you have any knowledge at all of a Dremel or powertools in

general - and when I started, I didn't. Lots of pictures and clear explanations gave me the

confidence to try things and use all the attchments. Highly recommended!

This is a well-photographed, but very basic book. The author makes sure that the new owner knows



exactly how to use his/her mini power tool, complete with directions concerning safety and some

maintenance. Taylor delves into many different sections, but only shallowly. To make a book that

covered each section in depth would require another four hundred pages, with photos.Some things

depended upon prior knowledge, such as the router section, but that's fine. They probably all had

the same need, but since I knew most of the subjects covered already, I felt like I was reviewing

more than learning. Still, reviews are important, especially with power tools.Just because a tool is

small doesn't change the fact that you need to know safety practices.Overall, a good, basic book.

I have always done crafts, this book give great instruction and ideas for a good deal of hand and

crafting tools.

Very happy with this book. Learned a lot about how to use my new tool. A must have for a new

Dremel owner like me.

Basic, decent photos, good if you need instruction just to get started using a dremel. I found it

helpful, was worth the price.

Out of publication for a reason. Wish I could find a good up to date book that had some real

information in it. This is not it. I would put mine on the market, but I would feel guilty, and would have

to deal with someone sending it back. The Mini Power Tool Handbook

I love this book! Explains how to use all of the accessories for the dremel.
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